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Abstract We present a global compilation of paleomagnetic data spanning the past 100 ka. Sediment
data comprise 61,687 declinations, 70,936 inclinations, and 69,596 relative paleointensities. Many sites are
located in the northern Atlantic and western Pacific, with approximately twice as many data from the North-
ern Hemisphere as from the Southern Hemisphere. The 14,954 volcanic and archeomagnetic data are
sparse, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. Directional and intensity information are aggregated under
the paleosecular variation (PSV) index to assess occurrence of excursions over the past 100 ka. The
Laschamp excursion (�41 ka) is clearly defined across globally distributed sediment records with an average
duration of 1,300 years. Regional stacks obtained using bootstrap resampling show a more pronounced
Laschamp excursion in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern, and in the Atlantic Hemisphere com-
pared with the Pacific. No anomalous indices occurred around the Mono Lake excursion or other periods in
the bootstrap curves. This may result from low sedimentation rates, discrepancies in age scales, large age
errors, and/or the lack of global character of any transitional events. These data and associated new uncer-
tainty estimates for the sediment records provide a good foundation for global, time-dependent, spherical
harmonic field modeling for the past 100 ka.

1. Introduction

The geomagnetic field measured at Earth’s surface includes contributions from sources both internal and
external to the planet. The main geomagnetic field, which is generated by magnetohydrodynamic pro-
cesses in Earth’s liquid iron outer core, exhibits spatial and temporal variations that can be observed directly
over the past 400 years (e.g., Jackson et al., 2000) and indirectly over geological timescales via remanent
magnetization in crustal rocks and sediments. Paleomagnetic data obtained from sediments and lava flows
spanning the past 100 thousand years (Late Quaternary) enable the evolution of the geomagnetic field to
be reconstructed on millennial timescales.

Of particular interest during the 0–100 ka interval is that this stable period of normal polarity has been inter-
rupted by multiple geomagnetic excursions: Hilina Pali, Mono Lake, Laschamp, Norwegian-Greenland Sea,
and Sk�alamælifell or post-Blake excursion (e.g., Laj & Channell, 2015; Singer, 2014). Though they are
recorded in one or more locations, there is an ongoing discussion about the global nature and robustness
of these geomagnetic events. The best documented is the Laschamp excursion (�41 ka), first identified in
the Laschamp and Olby lava flows from La Chaine des Puys (Massif Central, France) (Bonhommet & Za€h-
ringer, 1969) and later described in lava flows from Iceland (e.g., Kristjansson & Gudmundsson, 1980; Levi
et al., 1990) and New Zealand (Cassata et al., 2008). The Mono Lake/Auckland excursion is another younger
event with a range of age estimates, peaking around �32 ka (Benson et al., 2003; Cassata et al., 2008; Den-
ham & Cox, 1971; Kissel et al., 2011). There are sediment magnetic records that exhibit two successive paleo-
intensity lows dated at 32–34 ka (Mono Lake) and 41 ka (Laschamp) (e.g., Channell, 2006; Lund et al., 2005;
Nowaczyk et al., 2013; Singer et al., 2009).

The past geomagnetic field has been studied regionally and globally on different time-scales. For example,
a suite of models covering the Holocene exists: CALS models (Constable et al., 2016; Korte & Constable,
2003, 2005, 2011; Korte et al., 2009, 2011), A_FM, ASD_FM, and ASDI_FM (Licht et al., 2013), pfm9k (Nilsson
et al., 2014), SHA.DIF.14k (Pav�on-Carrasco et al., 2014), and HFM models (Constable et al., 2016; Panovska
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et al., 2015). Time-averaged field models have been constructed for normal and reversed polarity periods
for the past 5 Myr (Johnson & Constable, 1995, 1997; Kelly & Gubbins, 1997) and a time-dependent model
of the 0–2 Myr paleomagnetic axial dipole moment PADM2M is available (Ziegler et al., 2011). Paleointensity
variations have been described using global stacks including GLOPIS-75 (Laj et al., 2004), Sint-200, Sint-800
and Sint-2000 (Guyodo & Valet, 1996, 1999; Valet et al., 2005), and PISO-1500 (Channell et al., 2009) con-
structed by correlating paleointensity and oxygen isotope records. Regional paleointensity stacks have
been generated for the North Atlantic (NAPIS-75) (Laj et al., 2000), South Atlantic (SAPIS) (Stoner et al.,
2002), western equatorial Pacific (EPAPIS) (Yamazaki & Oda, 2005), and northwest Pacific (NOPAPIS-250)
(Yamamoto et al., 2007).

One of the requirements for modeling paleofield behavior is measurements of the full paleomagnetic vec-
tor field, i.e., both direction and intensity. Intensive efforts have been made to compile all available paleo-
magnetic, archeomagnetic, and volcanic data on different timescales. The most recent database, HISTMAG,
combines the archeomagnetic and volcanic records from the past 50 ka with historical data covering the
past 500 years (Arneitz et al., 2017b). The GEOMAGIA50 database (Brown et al., 2015a; Donadini et al., 2009;
Korhonen et al., 2008) comprises data from archaeological and igneous sources with ages less than 50 ka.
This database has been expanded to accommodate sediment records as well (Brown et al., 2015b). Sedi-
ment data contributing to the Global Paleointensity Stack for the past 75 ka (GLOPIS-75; Laj et al., 2004) and
PINT absolute paleointensity database (Biggin et al., 2009; Biggin & Paterson, 2014) cover periods older than
50 ka. For older ages, the PSV10 database contains paleodirections and paleointensities for the last 10 Ma
(Cromwell et al., 2018). Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007) compiled the SEDPI06 collection of relative paleointen-
sities (RPI) from globally distributed sediment cores. A significant number of records are also available from
the PANGAEA (Diepenbroek et al., 2002) and the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) and International Ocean Dis-
covery Program (IODP) databases (http://www-odp.tamu.edu/database/). In recent years, there have been a
number of new corings (e.g., Collins et al., 2012; Channell et al., 2012a, 2012b; Lis�e-Pronovost et al., 2013;
Nilsson et al., 2011; Nowaczyk et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2012) that significantly enhance
global data coverage. These studies provide high-resolution paleointensity and directional records that will
facilitate the construction of global, time-dependent models of the 0–100 ka geomagnetic field.

A long-standing problem in the inversion of paleomagnetic data is assigning realistic and consistent uncer-
tainty estimates. Various strategies have been employed to estimate uncertainties enabling the use of
paleomagnetic data in constructing temporally continuous harmonic models of the paleomagnetic field.
The most frequently reported values for directional data are 95% confidence circle about the mean (a95)
(Fisher, 1953), and the standard deviation (rF) of the intensity. The a95 values can be converted to standard
deviation errors in declination and inclination (e.g., Donadini et al., 2009). For Holocene field models, e.g.,
CALS3k.3 or CALS10k.1 (Donadini et al., 2009; Korte et al., 2009, 2011), minimum uncertainties were
assigned for directional and intensity data. Other models, e.g., Licht et al. (2013) used the original error esti-
mates (when available) and added a modeling error to the data uncertainty. By resampling the data set
across temporal intervals, Nilsson et al. (2014) obtained uncertainty estimates based on the dispersion of
the data within each uniform temporal bin. They also used minimum uncertainties for the sedimentary
records when the method resulted in unsuitable estimates. The approach we will adopt in the current work
was developed by Panovska et al. (2012), who used a cross-validation technique combined with smoothing
spline analysis to systematically derive uncertainty estimates and measures of temporal smoothing for indi-
vidual Holocene sediment magnetic records.

Studying the long-term temporal and spatial complexity of the field over the past 100 ka is of interest for
understanding the driving mechanisms of the geodynamo. A new paleosecular variation (PSV) index has been
introduced by Panovska and Constable (2017) as a tool for assessing the internal geomagnetic field complex-
ity and variability and distinguishing between stable and transitional field behavior on both local and regional
scales. Panovska and Constable (2017) applied this index to modern and historical geomagnetic field models
and found clear regional differences in the PSV activity with highest values over the Southern Atlantic Hemi-
sphere. Their results were consistent with the new regional paleomagnetic axial dipole moment models
derived by Ziegler and Constable (2015), which showed systematic differences when records from specific lati-
tude and longitude bands are used to constrain the models over the interval 0–300 ka.

The data compilation presented in this paper is the first step toward building a global, time-dependent,
geomagnetic field model for the past 100 ka. The paper describes the data sources used for the
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compilation, the geographical, and temporal distribution of the data (section 2), the methods used to date
sediments and volcanic rocks and the limitations on the chronology (section 3), new uncertainty estimates
for paleomagnetic records from sediments (section 4), comparison of paleointensity records with available
paleomagnetic models and RPI stacks (section 5), and an analysis of PSV for the past 100 ka using the PSV
index, highlighting the character of the index during geomagnetic excursions (section 6).

2. Data

2.1. Sources
We compile paleomagnetic data from (1) lake and marine sediments; (2) volcanic rocks; and (3) archaeologi-
cal materials. The sediment data set comprises 116 declination, 129 inclination, and 157 RPI records. The ini-
tial source for sediment RPI records was the SEDPI06 compilation of Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007). All 88 RPI
records from SEDPI06 covering the past 100 ka are included. Forty-three of these records have inclination
but only 38 have declination components. Tauxe and Yamazaki (2007) recalculated the ages of some of the
SEDPI06 records (eight of which are used in this compilation) by linear rescaling of their ages to the date for
the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary given in Cande and Kent (1995) and we retained the adjusted chronolo-
gies. Furthermore, the data compilation is expanded with 60 RPI, 66 inclination, and 60 declination sedi-
ment records, most provided by the authors of the individual studies. In a few cases data were available
online at MagIC website https://www.earthref.org/MagIC, GEOMAGIA50.v3 (sediment part) (Brown et al.,
2015b), Pangaea (Diepenbroek et al., 2002), and ODP/IODP databases. Sediment records from the Holocene
compilation of Korte et al. (2011) which exceed 10 ka in length have also been included (9 RPI, 20 inclina-
tion, and 18 declination records). They significantly improve the spatial distribution especially over the con-
tinents for the first 10 ka of the compilation.

Archeomagnetic and volcanic data spanning 0–50 ka were drawn from the GEOMAGIA50 database (down-
load date 30 April 2015). To cover the period from 50 to 100 ka, we selected 313 data points from an early
version of the global 0–10 Ma PSV10 data set (Cromwell et al., 2018), which included volcanic data pub-
lished through to the end of 2013. Directional data have been selected from high-quality sites defined with
the following selection criteria in Cromwell et al. (2018): mean directions determined from four or more
specimens that were fully demagnetized; had their individual characteristic remanence directions derived
using principal component analysis (Kirschvink, 1980); and have Fisher precision parameters k � 50. We
only included data with absolute ages derived from radiometric dating methods and excluded data where
the dates were given as age intervals with minimum and maximum age values. Regarding the uncertainties,
all selected directional data from the PSV10 database have associated a95 (in the range of 1.48 to 10.18 with
a median of 4.28), but only 15% of the intensity data are accompanied by uncertainty values (range: 0.2 lT
to 12.7 lT, a median of 5 lT). 64.1% of the GEOMAGIA50 directional data have a95 (a median of 2.98) and
48.8% of the intensities come with an uncertainty estimate (a median of 2.5 lT). Both the data with no
uncertainty and with small uncertainty need to be assigned a minimum error. The threshold values for the
Holocene models were set to a95 of 4.38 and intensity uncertainty of 5 lT (Donadini et al., 2009). These were
estimated by comparing the data with the gufm1 model predictions for the historical period (Korte et al.,
2005) and later RMS deviations for directions were converted to a95 values. Recently, Arneitz et al. (2017a)
introduced a new approach for analyzing archeomagnetic and volcanic data by comparison with historical
records and applying temporal and spatial mismatches with weighting functions. Their posteriori estimates
imply that reported measurement errors are underestimated.

2.2. Temporal and Spatial Distribution
Data are mainly concentrated in northern midlatitudes, although about 30% come from the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The numbers of data are given in Table 1, and the spatial distributions in Figure 1, where we see
that the North Atlantic and West Pacific both have relatively high concentrations. Temporal distributions
show that the number of sediment data increases toward more recent times with better coverage for the
past 50 ka (Figure 2). The total number of sediment intensity data is slightly higher than directional data in
contrast to the Holocene sediment compilation which has more directional than intensity data (Korte et al.,
2005, 2011). The Laschamp excursion at 41 ka is well represented by both directional and intensity sedi-
ment data. Supporting information Tables S1 and S2 list the names, location, coordinates, mean sedimenta-
tion rate, age range, dating methods, and references for the individual sediment records. All sediment
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records are available from the following link https://earthref.org/ERDA/2223/. Archeomagnetic and volcanic
data constitute less than 10% of the total data compilation. Their number is especially small in the Southern
Hemisphere (Figure 1). In general, archeomagnetic and volcanic data have ages <10 ka. New data that

Table 1
Evaluation of Compiled Data Covering the Past 100 ka From Sediment Magnetic Records and Archeomagnetic/Lava Flows

Hemisphere Component Sediment
Archeomag./lava
(GEOMAGIA50) Lava flows (PSV10) All

Northern Hemisphere Declination 40,982 (92 records) 3759 56 44,797
Inclination 50,004 (103 records) 5441 56 55,501
Intensity 49,634 (125 records) 4835 3 54,472
Total 140,620 14,035 115 154,770

Southern Hemisphere Declination 20,705 (24 records) 129 78 20,912
Inclination 20,932 (26 records) 129 78 21,139
Intensity 19,962 (32 records) 348 42 20,352
Total 61,599 606 198 62,403

Sum, global 202,219 14,641 313 217,173

Figure 1. Locations of the global compilation of paleomagnetic and archeomagnetic data. On the left, locations of sediment records are noted with stars, while on
the right distributions of volcanic and archeomagnetic data are plotted as a probability distribution function on a log scale. Red (purple) values show areas with a
high (low) concentration of data. White areas have no data.
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would be useful for this and future modeling efforts should be uploaded to the publicly accessible MagIC
database at https://www.earthref.org/MagIC.

3. Geochronology

3.1. Dating Methods
An essential factor for studying the past geomagnetic field evolution is the provision of an accurate and
high-resolution chronology for the various records. This also provides the basis for estimating sedimenta-
tion rates and temporal resolution of the observations. A variety of dating methods has been used to assign
a timescale to the paleomagnetic sediment records and the distribution across the data set is shown in Fig-
ure 3a. Radiocarbon (14C) dating is the most commonly used geochronological method. 14C dating is limited
to samples that are younger than 50 ka. Many factors influence the resulting radiocarbon ages (see review
by Bj€orck & Wohlfarth, 2001) including the calibration of 14C ages to calendar years. The 14C calibration is
more certain for the past 14 ka where calibration is based on tree-ring records (Hua et al., 2009), but advan-
ces have been made to extend radiocarbon calibration back to 50 ka (e.g., IntCal13; Reimer et al., 2013). The
uncertainty in the calibrated age is generally larger than the uncertainty in the radiocarbon age, and it
depends on the time period of the calibration curve. Recently, Muscheler et al. (2014) connected a 14C tree-
ring chronology to ice-core 10Be records prior to the midpoint of the Laschamp excursion. The results sug-
gest that the 14C calibration curve IntCal13 yields calendar ages that are too old by about 1,200 years for
this period. This would have consequences for the timing of the Laschamp Excursion recorded in sediments
solely based on calibrated radiocarbon ages.

Oxygen isotope (d18O) dating is obtained when measurements of oxygen isotopes in planktic or/and ben-
thic foraminifera are correlated to reference curves of oxygen isotope variations, such as SPECMAP (Imbrie
et al., 1984; Martinson et al., 1987), GRIP (Dansgaard et al., 1993; GRIP members, 1993), GISP2 (Grootes &

Figure 2. Histograms of temporal distributions of declination, inclination, and intensity of sediment magnetic records (left) and volcanic and archeomagnetic data
(right). Note the logarithmic vertical axis scale for the volcanic/archeomagnetic data.
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Stuiver, 1997; Meese et al., 1997; Stuiver & Grootes, 2000), GICC05 (Andersen et al., 2006; Svensson et al.,
2006, 2008), and LR04 (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). Oxygen isotope signals from the undated records can also
be correlated to independently dated oxygen isotope records, such as radiocarbon dated sediments (e.g.,
Channell et al., 2000) or magnetic concentration parameters, for example magnetic susceptibility, anhyste-
retic remanent magnetization (ARM), and saturation isothermal remanent magnetization (SIRM) (e.g., Now-
aczyk et al., 2012). The resolution of d18O scales varies from 3 to 5 ka for SPECMAP, 1 ka for LR04 (time
interval 0–0.6 Ma) to several years for GISP2 and GICC05 d18O records (Andersen et al., 2006; Stuiver &
Grootes, 2000). It is worth mentioning that these reference curves are not always compatible with each
other. For instance, Obrochta et al. (2014) reported a maximum of a few thousand years difference between
the GISP2 and GICC05 chronologies.

Varve counting is possible in laminated sediments, i.e., sediments that record annual depositional cycles, for
example in Eiffel Maars of Germany (Brown, 1991; Stockhausen, 1998) or Fennoscandian lakes (Snowball
et al., 2007). The main advantage of the varve chronology is that in uniform and complete sedimentation
environments varves have the potential to provide dating with a resolution of 1 year.

Correlation based on physical (silica, carbon, light reflectance signal, color) or magnetic properties (mag-
netic susceptibility, ARM, SIRM, S-ratio) is also used to transfer the age scale of one dated core to parallel
cores without available ages (e.g., su92-17 (Lehman et al., 1996), NGC65 (Yamazaki, 1999), 1062B (Bourne
et al., 2012), and CGC12 (Yamamoto et al., 2007)). A significant number of the sediment records have age
models improved with additional independent dating points (tephra, varves, pollen, color, carbon). In some
cases, the age-models have been assigned/adjusted with correlation based on paleomagnetic data (PSV
and RPI) or model predictions, assuming that the field changes at the two locations occurred at the same
time within the temporal resolution of the records, but these records are not suitable for geomagnetic field
modeling.

Paleomagnetic data from the PSV10 database between 50 and 100 ka have been dated using K-Ar dating
(37.3% of the data), Ar-Ar dating (11.9%), or through stratigraphy (50.8%). Chronological methods for the
GEOMAGIA50 data are discussed in more detail in Brown et al. (2015a). About 26% of GEOMAGIA50 data
have no metadata for the dating method making it hard to determine reliability of age information. The
highest percentage (35%) of data have ages assigned by archeological methods.

Figure 3. (a) Pie chart presenting the different dating techniques used for age determinations of the global magnetic sediment records. Abbreviations: d18O: oxy-
gen isotope stratigraphy; 14C: radiocarbon; POL: polarity stratigraphy; RPI: relative paleointensity; PSV: correlation of paleosecular variation; MS: correlation of mag-
netic susceptibility; ARM: correlation of anhysteretic remanent magnetization; S-ratio: correlation of S-ratio; pollen: pollen stratigraphy; color: correlation of color
(light reflectance); carbon: correlation of calcium carbonate; diatom: diatom abundance stratigraphy; LUM: thermoluminescence. Methods that appear only in sin-
gle records as additional tie-points (U-Th, 230Th, d13C, gamma ray count) have been left out of the figure for the sake of simplicity. (b) Map of mean sedimentation
rate in cm/ka of magnetic sediment records compiled in this study. The color corresponds to the logarithm of sedimentation rate. The highest sedimentation rate
estimated for Beppu Bay, Japan: 200 cm/ka (log10(200) 5 2.3 on the plot), the lowest in the Central Pacific Basin, core p226: 0.6 cm/ka (–0.2) and the median sedi-
mentation rate is 13 cm/ka (1.1). All values are listed in supporting information Table S1.
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Various geochronological methods are associated with a wide range of age uncertainties, reported in the lit-
erature as a standard deviation or standard error on the measurement, but uncertainties are often unavail-
able or unverifiable. Archeomagnetic and volcanic data in GEOMAGIA50 have age uncertainties with a
median of 50 years (interquartile range of 10–130 years), while PSV10 lava flow data have a median of 5 ka
(interquartile range from 3 to 10 ka). These errors are also important and should be considered when arche-
omagnetic and lava flows data are used to constrain a geomagnetic field model.

3.2. Sedimentation Rate, Data Resolution, and Lock-in Depth
For sediments there are several factors that need to be considered when determining the accuracy and res-
olution of the paleomagnetic records. These include sedimentation rate, lock-in depth, and smoothing asso-
ciated with remanence acquisition, and whether the measurements are made on discrete samples or on U-
channels with a pass through magnetometer.

The average sedimentation rates of the paleomagnetic records are plotted in Figure 3b. If the sedimenta-
tion rate was not reported in the original publication, then we calculated the mean rate using published
age-depth models. Although all regions show a range of sedimentation rates, the Pacific is the region with
lowest overall rates. Southern Ocean records have intermediate rates, and continental lakes have the high-
est rates. ODP 1233, offshore Chile (Lund et al., 2006a), MD06–3040, East China Sea (Zheng et al., 2014), and
Beppu Bay, Japan (Ohno et al., 1991) are notable outliers with exceptionally high mean rates, 150.0, 194,
and 200 cm/ka, respectively. The remainder has accumulation rates between 0.6 and 108.2 cm/ka. 45% of
records have mean rates <10 cm/ka, 42% are in the range 10–50 cm/ka, 10% in the range 50–100 cm/ka,
and 3% have rates >100 cm/ka.

The wide range of sedimentation rates may result in different levels of smoothing of the paleomagnetic sig-
nal recorded by the sediments. A post depositional remanent magnetization modeling of Roberts and
Winklhofer (2004) suggested a minimum sedimentation rate of 10 cm/ka is needed to consistently detect
geomagnetic excursions in sediment magnetic records. The actual resolution will of course depend on the
sampling density and whether discrete or u-channel samples are used, for example discrete samples every
2.5 cm can do no better than a 250 year resolution at a sedimentation rate of 10 cm/ka, and the actual
assessment of resolution can be somewhat difficult. In a recent study, Ziegler and Constable (2015) tested
the influence of sedimentation rate on regional axial dipole moment reconstructions. Their results showed
that not all the regional differences in variance can be assigned to variable sedimentation rates across
records.

Our sediment compilation includes data from both discrete samples and u-channels. About one third of
sediment data are obtained with u-channel sampling. Despite the advantage of much faster measurement
and less sediment deformation, discrete sampling is preferable because u-channel data are not indepen-
dent but are smoothed over the width of the instrument response function. Numerous studies (Constable &
Parker, 1991; Dodson et al., 1974; Jackson et al., 2010; Oda et al., 2016; Oda & Shibuya, 1996; Parker & Gee,
2002; Roberts, 2006) have invoked deconvolution as a means to partially mitigate these effects, but there
are complications with the u-channel data related to end effects and interference between orthogonal mag-
netometer pick-up coils. A study by Guyodo et al. (2002) on ODP 1090 sediments suggested that deconvo-
lution can produce higher resolution records comparable to discrete sampling. Roberts (2006) discussed the
pros and cons of long-core magnetic data and synthesized recommendations for avoiding the limitations of
these measurements, including correction of negative response functions, measuring samples with geomet-
rically uniform cross-section along the central line of the magnetometer, use of numerical deconvolution
approaches, analysis of cores deposited at high sedimentation rates (>10 cm/ka), and use of sensors with a
similar response function for measuring magnetic susceptibility and u-channel magnetometer to ensure
data comparability. The impact of sensor alignment and cross-talk can be significant (Parker & Gee, 2002)
and end effects remain a significant problem for which there is so far no practical solution.

Sediments record the paleomagnetic field through the acquisition of a detrital (depositional or post deposi-
tional) remanent magnetization (e.g., Griffiths, 1955; Irving & Major, 1964; Johnson et al., 1948; King, 1955;
Tauxe, 2002). Estimates of the depth over which magnetization gets locked in sediments vary, ranging from
�1 to 25 cm (Boudreau, 1994; Channell & Guyodo, 2004; Egli & Zhao, 2015; Hyodo, 1984; Lund & Keigwin,
1994; Roberts & Winklhofer, 2004; Stockhausen, 1998; Suganuma et al., 2011; Yamazaki, 1984). Tauxe et al.
(2006) argued that the evidence for significant (deep) lock-in depth in marine sediments is weak based on
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natural sediments as well as laboratory experiments. Recently, Egli and Zhao (2015) showed that lock-in
functions depend on the mixing regimes. Small lock-in depths (�1 cm) are characteristic of pelagic sedi-
ments with slow mixing regime and shallow mixed layers, while rapid mixing regimes exhibit deep lock-in
depths (�20 cm). Here we simply note that the impacts of delayed lock in are twofold: there is likely to be a
temporal offset between chronological age and magnetization age, and sedimentation processes produce
a convolution of the instantaneous magnetic signal with a filter that is dependent on the particular sedi-
mentation process.

4. Uncertainty Estimates and Smoothing Time for Sediments

We have derived new uncertainty estimates for paleomagnetic records obtained from sediments covering
the past 100 ka. We follow the methods of Panovska et al. (2012) that have been previously used to analyze
paleomagnetic records from Holocene sediments. Smoothing splines are fit to individual time series and
used to investigate the random variability present in each record. The root mean square residuals of the fit
provide a measure of uncertainty within each record. For declination and inclination, this is measured in
degrees, providing a generally reliable method to evaluate absolute uncertainties and record quality. RPI
records are produced using several different normalizations, yielding a wide range of uncalibrated values
that cannot be compared directly. To allow a global comparison of overall quality, each RPI record is scaled
by the standard deviation derived from all values in the series and this is referred to as standardized RPI
(see Panovska et al., 2012, equation (11)).

An example of this analysis applied to a declination record from Western Philippine Sea, MD97–2143 (Horng
et al., 2003) is shown in Figure 4. Plots with the spline fit analysis for all records are available online from the
EarthRef Digital Archive (ERDA) at http://earthref.org/ERDA/1893/. For the smoothing spline construction,
we used cubic B-splines (De Boor, 2001) and a regular array of knot points with fixed 100 year spacing for
most records and 50 years for the shorter Holocene sediment records. The degree of smoothing depends
on the parameter k (Figure 4e) and is determined with the cross validation (CV) method (Green & Silverman,
1994): it provides a tradeoff between data misfit and temporal complexity and allows estimation of an aver-
age smoothing time. This estimate is characteristic of the average kernel function acting as a temporal
smoother across the time series, and expresses the effects of sedimentation rate, data resolution, and lock-
ing depth (e.g., Figure 4f). A lower limit is set for the smoothing time, here called the threshold smoothing
time, calculated using the mean sedimentation rate and an assumed lock-in depth of 3 cm (see Panovska
et al., 2012, equation (1)). The assumed lock-in depth is not a strong constraint in our analysis. More details
and examples of the effect of lock-in depth are given in supporting information Figures S1 and S2. For 77%
of the records in this compilation, the smoothing time is evaluated by the CV method, while for the remain-
ing records it was set at the threshold. Due to the presence of large outliers in some records, we recalcu-
lated the spline fits after rejecting data lying further than three standard deviations from the initial spline
fit. This affected 64% of the records with an average of nine data points rejected per record. An example of
the effect of data rejection is presented in supporting information Figure S3.

The standard deviation (sigma2, Figure 4) is estimated from the scatter of the data about the spline fit. For
some smoothed records (not available in the original form) and data from u-channels, the method yielded
unrealistically small random uncertainties. This is a result of the closeness of the spline fit to the smooth
data. The median standard deviation is 15.28 for declination (IQR—interquartile range: 8.48–31.28), 5.88 for
inclination (IQR: 3.28–8.28), and 0.4 for standardized RPI (IQR: 0.2–0.6). The latter can be converted to abso-
lute values (in lT) by multiplying with the standard deviation (to restandardize) and calibration factor of
each RPI record. One way of getting calibration factors is by comparing the RPI with absolute intensity val-
ues and calculating the median ratio of absolute to relative paleointensities (Korte & Constable, 2006). If the
spline fit through the archeomagnetic and volcanic data (section 5) is used for calibration, absolute uncer-
tainty estimates for the paleointensity show a median value of 4.7 lT (IQR: 3.0 lT to 7.9 lT). Histograms of
the uncertainty estimates by component are plotted in Figure 5.

An important aspect of this analysis is the assessment of the temporal resolution through calculation of the
smoothing time associated with each record. This smoothing time is obtained by inverting a delta function
input at the data point locations using the same smoothing parameter used to create the spline fit (e.g., Par-
ker, 1994). The effective resolving kernel diagnoses the amount of smoothing in the spline model. The
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Figure 5. Histograms summarizing the total uncertainty estimates and smoothing times of the sediment records in the 100 ka global data compilation. Histograms
are presented by component, whereas the histogram of the smoothing time combines the values for all three components. The inset presents a zoomed version
of the smoothing time histogram for times <1 ka, the range in which more than 70% of the records lie.

Figure 4. Example of the robust spline analysis of declination record from Western Philippine Sea MD97–2143 (Horng et al., 2003). (a) Data time series (gray trian-
gles) and penalized least square spline fit (blue curve); (b) time series of residuals; and (c) time series of smoothing width. (d) Histogram of residuals (normalized to
the unit area) is plotted with a Laplacian distribution (red curve) with mean and deviation calculated from the residuals. (e) Cross validation (CV) score as a function
of the smoothing parameter k (blue curve). The minimum of the CV score determines the choice of k. The x axis on this subplot is given in logarithmic scale. (f) An
example of kernel function estimated at the central point of the same record, which diagnoses the temporal resolution. The width refers to a full width at half max-
imum of this kernel function. (g) Histogram of estimated kernel widths and the mean value (red line). Information about the number of data (ndat), number of
spline (nspl), mean sedimentation rate (SR), assumed lock-in depth, the L1 measure of misfit (sigma1), the L2 measure of misfit (sigma2 or rrss), the norm measuring
the model roughness (norm), the value of the CV minimum (CV score), the mean width of the resolving kernel (width), the corresponding smoothing parameter k
(lambda), and the note if the smoothing parameter is constrained by the CV minimum function or by a-priori smoothing time are provided in the label.
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width at half maximum height of the resolving kernel is calculated for every internal point and the average
is reported in Figure 4 as ‘‘width.’’ The smoothing times estimated from the spline modeling range from 40
years to 13.8 ka with a median value of 400 years (Figure 5). The strongest smoothing is observed at the
Pacific NGC65 record (Yamazaki, 1999), where the low sedimentation rate limits the data resolution. Results
for the uncertainty estimates and temporal resolutions for all sediment records are listed in supporting
information Table S1.

5. Comparison of Compiled Data With Models and RPI Stacks

We have compared archeomagnetic and sediment data with predictions from available field models and
RPI stacks, including PADM2M (Ziegler et al., 2011), IMOLE (Leonhardt et al., 2009), NAPIS-75 (Laj et al.,
2000), SAPIS (Stoner et al., 2002), GLOPIS (Laj et al., 2004), PISO-1500 (Channell et al., 2009), NOPAPIS-250
(Yamamoto et al., 2007), Sint-800 (Guyodo & Valet, 1999), and Sint-2000 (Valet et al., 2005). Stacks of globally
distributed relative palaeointensity records provide information regarding the evolution of the relative
strength of the dipole field in the past as well as regional references for paleointensity-assisted stratigraphy.
The disadvantage of stacking is that it reduces the resolution of the output compared with the input of indi-
vidual records. Paleointensity stacks on a more local scale have been established as well, for instance the
composite record of paleointensity from the Wilkes Land Basin off Antarctica (wega) (Macr�ı et al., 2005), the
regional paleointensity stack from the West Caroline Basin (wcbstack) (Yamazaki et al., 2008), and the Baikal
stack (Peck et al., 1996) among others.

Example comparisons of three sediment paleointensity records from North Atlantic (U1302-U1303, Channell
et al., 2012a), South Atlantic (21-pc02, Stoner et al., 2002), and North Pacific (NGC108, Yamamoto et al.,
2007) with existing models and RPI stacks are given in Figure 6. Long-term models and RPI stacks (Sint-
2000, PISO-1500, PADM2M) have averaged out much of the high-frequency variability and they predict a
smoothly varying field over the past 100 ka. Even though the stacks have similar trends, there are notable
differences related to problems with inconsistent timescales, relatively large age uncertainties, imperfect
global correlation when creating the stacks, and differences in the resolution of underlying data. Roberts
et al. (2013) noted that the differences between stacks far exceed measurement uncertainties and errors
due to the stacking process.

Records of the Laschamp excursion and/or an associated dipole low have been obtained from lacustrine
(e.g., Demory et al., 2005) and marine sediments (e.g., Channell, 2006; Lund et al., 2005; Nowaczyk et al.,
2012, 2013). The most recent chronological constraint for the age of the Laschamp excursion determined
from the maximum VGP deviation is 41.1 6 0.35 ka (Lascu et al., 2016), based on a combination of high-
precision 230Th dates and annual layer counting using confocal microscopy from a speleothem. All models
and RPI stacks resolve the Laschamp excursion, but minima at 32–34 ka (associated with the Mono Lake
excursion) and 65 ka are only present in the GLOPIS-75 and regional stacks NAPIS-75 and SAPIS. GLOPIS-75
exhibits some high-frequency features that are not observed in the other stacks. A possible cause of this
inconsistency is that RPI stacks are created from a limited number of records, for instance, 17 RPI records in
Sint-200, 33 records in Sint-800, 6 in NAPIS-75, 5 in SAPIS, 24 in GLOPIS-75, 13 in PISO-1500, 10 in Sint-2000,
and 10 in NOPAPIS-250 stack. Usually, one core is selected as a reference for the age scale of the stack or
age models have been refined with respect to the oxygen isotope reference curves SPECMAP (e.g., Sint-200
and Sint-800) or GISP2 (e.g., NAPIS-75). Different d18O reference curves result in additional differences in
timescales (Obrochta et al., 2014) and these also contribute to discrepancies among the stacks.

Archeomagnetic and volcanic intensity data (presented as VADMs) are plotted in Figure 7 for comparison
with global models and paleointensity stacks. A temporal bias in the data distribution is evident as most of
the data come from the past 10 ka, whereas the coverage is very sparse for the rest, especially for the 50–
100 ka period. The best-fitting VADM to GEOMAGIA50 data by Knudsen et al. (2008) is well constrained for
the Holocene and agrees with our spline fit. The smoothing spline modeling technique with a 200 years
knot spacing was applied to the data from GEOMAGIA50 and PSV10 databases. The spline fit shows rela-
tively smooth variations due to the sparse data points in the older period and a strong mismatch with the
RPI stacks between 40 and 60 ka. Therefore, it is important that the new geomagnetic field model be con-
strained by the combination of volcanic, archeomagnetic, and high-resolution sedimentary data.
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Figure 7. Distribution of virtual axial dipole moment (VADM) archeomagnetic and lava flow data from the GEOMAGIA50 (0–50 ka) and PSV10 database (data only
from 50 to 100 ka). Global models and stacks are shown for comparisons: PADM2M model (Ziegler et al., 2011), Sint-2000 (Valet et al., 2005), PISO-1500 (Channell
et al., 2009), GLOPIS-75 (Laj et al., 2004), and CALS10k.1b dipole moment (DM) (Korte et al., 2011). GEOMAGIA VADM represents variations in the geomagnetic
dipole moment reconstructed by Knudsen et al. (2008). Note that the present GEOMAGIA50 data set is updated and different from the compilation used for the
GEOMAGIA VADM. The red line is our spline fit to archeomagnetic VADM data over the last 100 ka. The spline fit predictions are used for calibration of all RPI sedi-
ment records. Note also the difference in resolution between the long-term models and stacks (PADM2M, Sint-2000, and PISO-1500) and GLOPIS-75.

Figure 6. Three RPI sediment records that cover the past 100 ka are selected from different regions to show the comparison with existing paleomagnetic field
models, and regional and global RPI stacks: U1302-U1303, North Atlantic (Channell et al., 2012a), 21-pc02, South Atlantic (Channell et al., 2000; Stoner et al., 2002),
and NGC108, North Pacific (Yamamoto et al., 2007). Blue curves represent NAPIS-75 for the North Atlantic sediment record, SAPIS for the South Atlantic, and
NOPAPIS-250 for the North Pacific record. For the purpose of plotting on one scale, all models and stacks are scaled to the sediment record RPI level.
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6. PSV Activity Index and Geomagnetic Excursions

Panovska and Constable (2017) proposed the PSV index as a tool for characterizing variations in the geo-
magnetic field and for discriminating among PSV, excursions, and reversals. The index combines the virtual
geomagnetic pole (VGP) latitude kp position and the virtual dipole moment, M, normalized to the present-
day dipole moment M0:

Piðk;/; tÞ5 ðp=22jkpðk;/; tÞjÞ=p
Mðk;/; tÞ=M0

(1)

Stable geomagnetic field, dominated by an axial dipole, as determined from modern and historical geo-
magnetic field models, exhibits values of Pi � 0:3. The conventional limit for identification of geomagnetic
excursions, 458 VGP colatitude and dipole moment of 50% of the present-day value, would give a PSV index
of 0.5. The standard deviation in Pi over time rPi ðtÞ can be used to provide an overall measure of activity
during any fixed time interval.

We computed the PSV index for all sediment records in the compilation and use it to illuminate geomag-
netic field stability over the past 100 ka in global and regional (hemispherical) curves (Figure 8). We first cali-
brated the RPI data using a spline fit to all archeomagnetic and volcanic VADMs spanning the past 100 ka
(Figure 7). The declination component is ignored for the calculation of the VGP latitude and D 5 0 is used
instead. (More details on the effect of this assumption can be found in Panovska and Constable (2017), but
in general the effect is a slight underestimate in Pi at times of high PSV activity). A few examples of the PSV
index for individual sediment paleomagnetic records are available in supporting information Figure S4. Sed-
iment records manifest various levels of secular variation, especially at times when excursions occurred. The
best recorded event is the Laschamp excursion with the highest indices estimated for the following cali-
brated sediment records: Pi 5 10.9 at 41.3 ka in M72/5–22, Black Sea (Nowaczyk et al., 2012); Pi 5 9.0 at 40.5
ka in ps2644-5, Iceland Basin (Laj et al., 2000); Pi 5 8.5 at 40.5 ka in ODP 1089, South Atlantic (Stoner et al.,
2003); Pi 5 7.6 at 41.0 ka in JPC-14, North Atlantic (Lund et al., 2005); Pi 5 6.8 at 40.9 ka in MD94–103,

Figure 8. Summary of the PSV index for the sediment magnetic records compiled in this study (semi-dependent data set, see section 6 for details). The PSV index
variations are averaged together globally and separately by hemispheres, Southern (SH) versus Northern (NH) and Atlantic (AH) versus Pacific (PH). For the purpose
of stacking, 5,000 bootstrap resamplings are performed. For each resampled data set, a PSV index curve is estimated by averaging the data over 400 year time
intervals—the size of the window is chosen based on the expected temporal resolution obtained from the spline analysis. Global and hemispherical stacks are pre-
sented with a mean value and one standard deviation from 5,000 bootstraps. Gaps in the curves appear for time intervals where no data are available.
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Southern Indian Ocean (Mazaud et al., 2002); Pi 5 6.7 at 39.9 ka in ODP 919, Irminger Basin (Channell, 2006);
Pi 5 6.3 at 40.8 ka in CH89-9P, North Atlantic (Lund et al., 2005); and Pi 5 5.2 at 40.7 ka in MD02–2551, Gulf
of Mexico (Laj et al., 2006). Peaks in the PSV index for the Mono Lake excursion, where recorded, are less
than half the values of the Laschamp excursion. The ages of the PSV index maximum vary from one location
to another which may be due to the main directional changes or intensity variations of the excursion occur-
ring at different times (Brown & Korte, 2016) or to inherent age uncertainties in the sediment records. The
absence of specific excursions in some sediment records could possibly be attributed to smoothing by the
sedimentary remanence acquisition process and low sedimentation rates. However, no correlation between
the mean sedimentation rates and nontransitional PSV indices is found (supporting information Figure S5).
It is worth mentioning that a few records with low sedimentation rates (<10 cm/ka) have PSV indices larger
than 0.5 during the Laschamp excursion: U1308 (Channell et al., 2008), MD97–2143 (Horng et al., 2003),
ver98-1-14 (Demory et al., 2005), and ps1535-10 (Nowaczyk et al., 2003) (supporting information Table S3).

For the purpose of analyzing the PSV index variations of the sediment records, we categorized the data into
three data sets: all, independent (whose timescales are independent of correlations based on paleointen-
sities or paleodirections) and semi-dependent (contains the independent data set plus sediment records
with independent age models which have been improved with tie points generally related to geomagnetic
excursions). The results presented in this section are based on the semi-dependent data set that contains
135 RPI, 110 inclination, and 97 declination records (see supporting information Figure S6 for the spatial dis-
tribution of these data sets). We nominally divide the PSV index into Northern and Southern Hemispheres
and by longitudes of 708W and 1108E to approximate Atlantic/Pacific Hemispheres (with the exception of
1061B and 1061C (Bourne et al., 2013) and JPC-14 (Lund et al., 2005) from Blake Ridge, and MD02–2551 and
MD02–2552 (Laj et al., 2006) from Gulf of Mexico which are assigned to the Atlantic Hemisphere). Further-
more, we calculated 5,000 individual bootstrap curves to estimate the standards error in Pi and the results
are presented in Figure 8. Uncertainties in the magnetic components and ages are not used when generat-
ing the bootstrap samples. Globally averaged PSV index shows a very pronounced peak at 40.6 ka, a smaller
peak at 37.0 ka, and a few time periods of insubstantial increased activity, some of which originate from
individual records or locations. The peak associated with the Laschamp excursion has a value of 0.78 6 0.08.
Regional bootstrap curves have some considerable differences, especially during periods of increased indi-
ces. The Laschamp excursion is a dominant feature of the PSV index determined from Northern and Atlantic
Hemisphere sediments. Only records from the Southern hemisphere exhibit the second peak at 37 ka in
contrast to the Northern hemisphere where the paleomagnetic field is stable. In the Pacific Hemisphere, the
period around the Laschamp excursion shows no excursional PSV indices and overall values are very low for
the whole 100 ka. These findings are consistent with the results of Ziegler and Constable (2015), where
excursions have been analyzed in terms of axial dipole moment minima in global and regional models. In
their regional models, average Pacific VADM is higher than Atlantic, which in turn will contribute to lower Pi

values. However, recent measurements of lavas from New Zealand show excursional paleodirections in
ages between 46.3 and 42.7 ka (Ingham et al., 2017), and it is possible that low sedimentation rates of
Pacific sediment cores is the reason for the absence of the Laschamp event in the Pacific Hemisphere.

The Mono Lake excursion is not visible in the PSV index stacks (Figure 8). Individually, the highest Pi for the
Mono Lake excursion are obtained for Lake Pupuke, New Zealand (Nilsson et al., 2011) (Pi 5 2.2 at 31.9 ka);
ded8707, Mediterranean Sea (Tric et al., 1992) (Pi 5 1.1 at 35.13 ka); ODP919, Irminger Basin (Channell, 2006)
(Pi 5 0.9 at 32.72 ka); ps2644-5, Iceland Basin (Laj et al., 2000) (Pi 5 0.8 at 34.28 ka); ph05, Philippine Sea
(Meng et al., 2009) (Pi 5 0.7 at 34.11 ka); Summer Lake, Oregon (Negrini et al., 2014) (Pi 5 0.6 at 34.17 ka);
and 4-pc03, South Atlantic (Channell et al., 2000) (Pi 5 0.6 at 34.34 ka). These Pi values are considerably
lower than the Pi values for the Laschamp excursion (supporting information Table S3). The number of
records that exhibit the Mono Lake excursion is smaller than for the Laschamp excursion records: when
combined with the wide range of ages for the Mono Lake excursion, this contributes to a smooth signal
over the time period. However, we do note that the Mono Lake is recorded in lavas from New Zealand (Cas-
sata et al., 2008; Cassidy & Hill, 2009; Mochizuki et al., 2004, 2007) with ages in the range from 30 to 35 ka.
Other excursions reported over the 0–100 ka period are Hilina Pali (�17 ka) (Coe et al., 1978; Singer et al.,
2014), Norwegian-Greenland Sea excursion (�60 ka) (Laj & Channell, 2015; Nowaczyk et al., 1994), and
Sk�alamælifell or post-Blake excursion (�100 ka) (Jicha et al., 2011; Singer, 2014). None are evident in the
PSV index stacks, but appear in one record/location or have different timings, which lead to smoothing of
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the averaged PSV index. The PSV indices averaged over the past 100 ka show only a small difference
between the hemispheres, Northern versus Southern, and Atlantic versus Pacific hemisphere. However, the
PSV activity index (rPi ) reveals that the Southern Hemisphere (rPi 50:42) is more active than Northern (0.28),
as well as the Atlantic (0.38) being more active than Pacific Hemisphere (0.11) over the past 100 ka. This sug-
gests that the hemispheric asymmetry observed in the PSV activity index over the Holocene (Constable
et al., 2016) may persist over longer timescales.

When geomagnetic excursions are well recorded, the PSV index allows us to estimate their durations
(Figure 9). The duration is defined by the time span of the Pi index being higher than 0.5—the threshold
value for transitional events. For example, the Laschamp excursion in m72/5–22 from Black Sea has a dura-
tion of 1,200 years characterized by transitional directions (VGPs between 458N and 458S) (Nowaczyk et al.,
2012), but it lasts 1,300 years according to this approach (Figure 9). When we performed this analysis on all
sediment records that demonstrate well defined peaks around the Laschamp excursion (supporting infor-
mation Table S3), the average duration is again about 1,300 years, with values ranging from 350 to 3,100
years. For comparison, the average duration of the Laschamp excursion found by Leonhardt et al. (2009) in
the IMOLEe model is 1,100 years with longer durations (�2,000 years) in the region of Mexico and the East
Asia. Laj and Kissel (2015) estimated the duration of the Laschamp excursion considering separately direc-
tional changes and the intensity low: the first approach gave a duration of 640 years, while for the second,
estimates vary between 1,500 and 3,000 years depending on whether only the GLOPIS-75 stack is used or it
is combined with cosmogenic isotopes records.

Figure 9. Estimates of the age and duration of the Laschamp excursion recorded in sediment paleomagnetic records using the PSV index. Four examples are pre-
sented: m72/5–22, Black Sea (Nowaczyk et al., 2012); ps2644-5, Western Iceland Basin (Laj et al., 2000); MD94–103, Southern Indian Ocean (Mazaud et al., 2002);
and MD97–2143, Western Philippine Sea (Horng et al., 2003).
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Supporting information Figures S7–S11 show the PSV index variations for the regional and global paleoin-
tensity stacks: GLOPIS-75, SAPIS, NAPIS-75, and NOPAPIS-250. In all stacks the maximum index corresponds
to the Laschamp excursion. However, for the NOPAPIS-250 stack very low index values are obtained, below
the threshold for transitional events, 0.5. Since the sediment records that form the NOPAPIS-250 stack have
low sedimentation rates, it is quite probable that low resolution has contributed to smoothing of the PSV
index values.

7. Conclusions

We have compiled directional and intensity data from archeological materials, volcanic rocks, and sedi-
ments covering the past 100 ka. Our compilation consists of 61,687 declination (116 records), 70,936 inclina-
tion (129 records), and 69,596 relative paleointensity data (157 records) from sediments and 4022
declination, 5704 inclination, and 5228 intensity archeomagnetic and volcanic data. Uncertainties for the
sediment records have been estimated by smoothing spline models. Median uncertainties are: 5.88 for incli-
nation (IQR: 3.28 to 8.28), 15.28 for declination (IQR: 8.48 to 31.28), and 0.4 for standardized RPI (IQR: 0.2 to
0.6). The temporal resolution of the records defined by the smoothing time ranges from 40 years to 13.8 ka
(median: 400 years). Quantification of data uncertainty is important for building reliable paleomagnetic field
models since they will ensure proper weighting and fit to the sediment magnetic records in the forthcom-
ing 100 ka paleomagnetic field reconstructions.

The comparison of the paleomagnetic records with available field models and global/regional RPI stacks
shows good agreement of the long-wavelength trends of geomagnetic field variations. Some differences
can be attributed to chronological discrepancies among the data, stacks, and models. Although relative
paleointensity stacks are invaluable for studying past geomagnetic field variations, the limited number of
records used, exclusion of directional components, and lack of a global description of the geomagnetic field
and its spatial and temporal variations at the Earth’s surface and the core-mantle boundary (CMB), reflect
the need for a global, time-dependent model over the past 100 ka. Such a model lies beyond the scope of
the current work. However, it is currently under development and is the subject of a future paper. The
results of the present work highlight the importance of taking proper account of both uncertainty estimates
and smoothing times inferred from the sediment records during the new modeling.

We used the PSV index (Panovska & Constable, 2017) to investigate the occurrence of geomagnetic field
excursions. The Laschamp excursion is found globally in individual sediment records with high index values
and an average duration of 1,300 years. In our regional analysis, we find a more pronounced record of the
Laschamp excursion in the Northern Hemisphere curve compared to the Southern Hemisphere, and in the
Atlantic than in the Pacific Hemisphere bootstrap curve. Certainly, the stacking process averages out the
PSV index and misaligned sediment records contribute to reducing the regional PSV index. The global, as
well as the regional stacks show no anomalous/transitional activity at the time of the Mono Lake excursion.
Likewise, other reported excursions during the past 100 ka are not clearly seen in the bootstrapped PSV
index curves. The absence may be due to low sedimentation rates that filter out geomagnetic excursions,
discrepancies in age scales, and large age errors in the individual paleomagnetic records, and/or the lack of
global character of these features.

The new global data compilation of sediment paleomagnetic records, archeomagnetic, and volcanic data
presented in this study is by far the largest available data set and will be used to model the global evolution
of the geomagnetic field over the past 100 ka and to investigate the changes in the geomagnetic field mor-
phology at the CMB during geomagnetic excursions. The significant increase in data compared to previous
compilations provides the basis for an improved study of the geomagnetic field compared to current mod-
els and RPI stacks covering these timescales.
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